Should you back up
your data?
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Are you two years old?
30% of laptops fail
within a few years and
20% of hard drives fail
within four years!
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Do you have any data besides
cat videos on your devices?

Y
No

Has your tech always
worked ﬂawlessly?

Yes

N
Fact: That’s the ONLY
thing you don’t have to
back up (enough on the
Internet already).

Have you ever
encountered
human error?

No

Are you an actual
human? They’re the
ones that “accidentally”
lose important ﬁles
forever by “storing”
them in the recycle bin.

Yes

You know malware holds data
hostage now… right?

WHAT?
Recycling

Y

20% of companies experienced
a ransomware attack in 2015.
If infected, it costs big $$$ to
unlock data.

Can unexpected events
destroy data?

No

Yes

Oh really? 45% of companies have experienced
data loss, and you should
always be prepared for a
disaster whether natural
or man-made!

Do thieves like valuable electronics?

Yes

No

Are you sure? 7% of laptops are stolen
(along with the data on them), and 1
in 10 smartphone owners have dealt
with device theft!

YOU SHOULD ALWAYS
BACK UP YOUR DATA!
Our advice:
Regularly back up the data on PCs, mobile devices, servers, and storage arrays... and rest easier at night.
Store it onsite, somewhere oﬀsite, in the cloud, or even better: all of the above! The more backups you have
now, the less the chance you’ll be crying later.
Don’t forget:
TEST YOUR BACKUPS regularly! A backup is only good if you can retrieve data from it... and preferably
quickly.
One last note:
If you aren’t successfully backing up your world (or are unhappy with your current continuity solution),
there are many free products on the market -- including Unitrends Free™.
Visit www.UnitrendsFree.com to get it now.
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